the echo.
editor’s note

Dearest reader—

Welcome to the 2020 edition of The Echo. Due to the pandemic, you are likely reading the digital version of our annual publication. This is certainly not the release I had planned for The Echo, nor is it the release that our contributors deserve, but it is the release that we get.

I first began my work with The Echo during the fall semester of 2016, when I was a newly-minted Furman freshman. I was 18 and furious, still reeling from the implications of the presidential election. Plenty has changed since then, though one thing has remained the same: the abject chaos of our world. It’s true what they say—change is the only constant. (They do still say that, right?)

Like everything else, the future of The Echo is uncertain. I’m not sure how Furman will deal with the developing global crisis, and I don’t know whether we will be able to print a limited run of this year’s Echo or not. Only time (and budgeting) will tell. (If you are holding a print edition of the magazine in your hands right now, that means we succeeded in running a print edition of this year’s volume.)

Anyway, all this is to say that I have no idea what will happen next—to me, to you, to anyone under the sun. Perhaps nothing will happen. Perhaps the world will end. The one thing I do know—the one thing that has always held true—is that good art endures. May you find something in this issue that keeps you up at night.

Maddie De Pree
Editor-in-Chief
Class of 2020
contents

studio art
10 Risen by Adare Taylor
16 The Everlasting by Adare Taylor
29 Blue Octopot by Jackson Shaner
30 Thank You by Sarah Dusek
35 Twinkle Toes by Emily Lane
46 Voluptuous by Emily Lane
52 Mangled by Emily Lane
57 Golden Field by Caroline Bass
61 Bedrock by Jordan Winiski

poetry
7 When your lover tells you she doesn’t love you anymore by Braedon McConnell
17 Dirty Dishes and a Suicide Attempt by Nicole Annone
21 My Fruit by Evan Myers
28 Night Drive by Renata Buffalino
31 case study by Virginia Wayt
34 Tendencies by Abbey Morelli
39 Fridge Poem by Michael Stillwell
41 Before Quitting the Football Team by Zach Hughes
47 Full Moon Stomach by Sarah Feingold
48 Shiny by Abbey Morelli
53 Twenty Bucks for a Bus Ticket by Hailey Pierce
55 apple trees by Zach Hughes
59 Enough by Ella Morton
62 SEEDS by Sophie Friis
editor’s choice

Photography — Almirante Nieto by Ian McPherson
Studio Art — Twinkle Toes by Emily Lane
Fiction — Danny the Davidson Tiger by Ciaran Francis
Creative Nonfiction — Fearless by Anvi Yalavarthy
Poetry — When your lover tells you she doesn’t love you anymore by Braedon McConnell

photography

6 Squalene by Jacob Rabinovich
9 Red Exit by Jacob Rabinovich
19 Almirante Nieto by Ian McPherson
20 Plastic by Jordan Winiski
22 Red by Annah Love
36 Alone at Night by Jacob Rabinovich
40Untitled by Kelsey Watkins
54 Untitled II by Kelsey Watkins
58 Unoduhi by Brendan Barney

prose

1 Danny the Davidson Tiger by Ciaran Francis
13 Fearless by Anvi Yalavarthy
23 Fixations by Camiell Foulger
37 To the Choirmaster by Olivia Corso
43 I Am Become Tree by Hailey Pierce
49 Mice and Elephants by Sarah Dusek